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English and Spanish Cognates: Nouns 
Many English nouns should be instantly recognizable to a Spanish-speaking reader. With only 

slight modifications, usually a change to the word ending, many English nouns can easily be con-
verted into Spanish nouns.

English nouns ending with -or are very often 
identical in Spanish.

English nouns ending with -al are very often 
identical in Spanish. 

-or = -or -al = -al 

English        Spanish English           Spanish

actor    →    actor animal    →    animal

color    →    color capital    →    capital

error    →    error hospital    →    hospital

favor    →    favor metal    →    metal

tutor    →    tutor moral    →    moral

Many English nouns ending with -ist can be 
converted into Spanish nouns by adding -a to 
the end of the word. 

Many English nouns ending with -ism can be 
converted into Spanish nouns by adding -o to 
the end of the word. 

-ist = -ista -ism = -ismo

English           Spanish English           Spanish

artist    →    artista idealism    →    idealismo

dentist    →    dentista optimism    →    optimismo

novelist    →    novelista organism    →    organismo

optimist    →    optimista racism    →    racismo

pianist    →    pianista realism    →    realismo
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Many English nouns ending with -nce can be 
converted into Spanish nouns by changing the 
e at the end of the word to ia. 

Many English nouns ending with -ty can be 
converted into Spanish nouns by changing 
-ty to -dad. 

-ncia = -nce -ty = -dad

English           Spanish English           Spanish

correspondence    →    correspondencia capacity    →    capacidad

distance    →    distancia electricity    →    electricidad

experience    →    experiencia society    →    sociedad

influence    →    influencia university    →    universidad

presence    →    presencia variety    →    variedad
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